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P Series Hearing Systems From Puretone

The P Series from Puretone is designed to satisfy all your hearing needs by offering a complete and range of models and features. Whether you are a first-time user wanting a cosmetic 

solution, an experienced user prioritising strong features or someone looking for a powerful solution, your expectations can be met with the P Series.

From the feature packed 1500 and 680 Series models, to the attractively priced 660 and 640 models, the P Series contains highly adaptive hearing devices with proven technology that 

can cope with various situations and can be tailored to your exact individual needs.

Types of Hearing System:

C.I.C. = Completely-In-The-Canal

A hearing system that is custom-
made to fit deep into the ear canal.

I.T.C. = In-The-Canal 

A hearing system that is 
custom-made to fit into the 
ear canal.

I.T.E. = In-The-Ear 

A hearing system that is 
custom-made to fit into the 
entire outer ear.

R.I.E = Receiver-In-The-Ear 

A hearing system that fits 
behind the ear and features a 
sound receiver that fits into the 
ear canal.

B.T.E = Behind-The-Ear 

A hearing system that fits behind 
the ear and uses an earmould to 
transfer sound.



P Series
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SoundScape technology lets you immerse yourself in the 
best available 360º listening experience, mimicking the 
organic sound processing of the human ear to produce 
sounds that are rich, clear and natural as they can be. 
Additionally, when you need it to, it automatically lets you 
focus on speech even in noisy surroundings.

Wireless control lets you manage your hearing devices easily 
by adjusting the volume, changing programs or switching 
between your TV, radio or computer remotely. Enjoy high 
quality crisp stereo sound directly in your ears, without 
wearing uncomfortable adapters around your neck. A tiny 
phone clip connects you to a Bluetooth® enabled mobile 
phone, allowing you to answer or end calls as well as change 
the volume at the touch of a button.

The Feedback Manager Plus feature ensures feedback free 
hearing when you get close to someone or hold a phone 
close to your ear. Feedback Manager Plus targets and 
removes feedback, rapidly and precisely, without influencing 
the settings of the hearing device. 

The P Series state-of-the-art automatic directionality feature 
adjust to the sounds around you so you’ll be able to focus 
on speech at all times. 

The Personal Noise Reduction feature automatically 
reduces noise depending on where you are. By a smaller 
degree when you’re in the comfort of your own home, and 
by a much larger degree if you are in a noisy area, such as in 
a restaurant with family and friends.

One thousand times thinner than a human hair, Nano-
Coating is a protective layer that shields every part of the 
hearing device. When humidity or sweat come into contact 
with the coating, they form beads and just roll right off. Nano-
Coating ensures maximum protection, fewer repairs, longer 
device lifetime and a device that is easier to clean.

P Series Features
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Series 1500
Hearing Systems

P1500R
10A

Model Overview Series 1500

Crystal clear hearing for daily listening situations

Series 1500 hearing systems are fully packed with the latest technologies, bringing 

you a unique, crystal clear sound experience. Ultra small and virtually invisible in use, 

while being full of smart features, the P1500R gives you a stylish and simple way to 

enjoy natural hearing.

The P1500R can be configured either as an open fitting device, standard receiver-

in-the-canal device, or power device, offering a range of outputs to suit most hearing 

losses and fitting preferences.
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Wonder EarTM 
680S

Wonder EarTM 
680P

CE2000TM 
680S

CE2000TM 
680P

CIC2010 
680P P680SW

P680MW P680RW

Series 680
Hearing Systems

Models Overview Series 680

Comprehensive hearing solutions at the right price

Series 680 hearing systems offer a first class hearing experience with great sound 

quality, high performance in noisy environments and excellent durability. The range 

features SoundScape technology for reproducing sounds that are rich, clear and 

natural as they can be, while 2.4 GHz wireless technology allows adjustments to be 

made remotely.

The range includes 5 custom-made devices, as well as three behind-the-ear devices, 

with the P680MW featuring open fitting and the P680RW featuring receiver-in-the-

ear technology.
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Wireless Accessories

The sounds you want - streamed directly into your ears

Now you can enjoy superb sound quality directly into your ears from your TV, phone, 

music player or laptop without having to wear an adaptor around your neck. 

Watch shows on the TV with the family. Chat on the phone with friends, listen to 

songs from a music player or even enjoy a video call on the computer. Series 680 

wireless accessories connect your hearing systems directly to your phone, TV, 

computer or stereo system without any adapters to make everyday life simply more 

pleasurable.

The Series 680 range of wireless accessories includes the TV Streamer 2, the 

Remote Control 2, the Phone Clip 2  and the Mini Microphone. 
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Phone Clip 2

Stream phone calls and music directly to the ears  

The Phone Clip 2 streams Bluetooth® mobile phone conversations and music directly to your customer’s hearing systems. A 
robust signal and effective background noise reduction ensure that customers can enjoy excellent speech and sound clarity. 
Doubling as a basic remote control, hearing system settings can be changed from the Phone Clip 2.

    6 hours of talk time and 80 hours of stand-by time
    Works as a basic remote control to adjust hearing system volume or program change

Mini Microphone

Don’t miss a thing 

Sometimes you need a boost to even the best hearing systems. Whether you’re in the car or at a conference, the Mini 
Microphone is the easy, reliable way to make sure you hear every word of the conversation, whatever the situation. The Mini 
Microphone can also be used to transmit speech or music directly to your wireless hearing system. Just clip it on to a family 
member or speaker and stream their voice directly to your ears.

    Wireless signal with up to 7 meters (23 feet) range
    No adapters around your neck

Wireless Accessories
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Remote Control 2

Easy overview and simple control of hearing system settings 

The Remote Control 2 is for people who appreciate an easy overview of their hearing systems and accessory settings. A large 
LCD display lets your customers see and control hearing system settings for their specific personal preference. Large and 
intuitive buttons ensure easy operation and control of volume, program and streaming devices such as the TV Streamer 2 and 
Mini Microphone. 

    Adjust volume on one or both hearing systems
    Change hearing system programs

Switch between streaming from TV, radio or laptop
    Balance the hearing system volume with the streaming volume 
    Mute function to block out surrounding sounds

Discreet and clear overview of your hearing system settings

Wireless Accessories
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Wireless Accessories

TV Streamer 2

Brings back the pleasure of watching TV

This future-proof plug’n’play streamer streams clear stereo sound from the TV, stereo, computer 
or other audio devices directly to your customers’ hearing systems. Connecting to any analogue or 
digital audio source the TV Streamer 2 brings back the pleasure of watching TV while still being able 
to participate in conversations. 

Streams stereo sound from TV or any other audio source to both hearing systems
Streams sound at least 7 meters (23 feet)
Re-connects automatically if you leave the room and come back within 5 minutes
Works with any digital or analogue TV or audio source
Easy setup – just pair and forget



Wonder EarTM 
660S

Wonder EarTM 
660P

CE2000TM 
660S

CE2000TM 
660P

CIC2010 
660P

P660P

Series 660
Hearing Systems

Models Overview Series 660

Great hearing solutions at an attractive price

Series 660 hearing systems includes features you would normally find in more 

expensive devices, such as an improved feedback manager, adaptive noise 

reduction and advanced directionality options. Nano-Coating also ensures maximum 

protection, fewer repairs, longer device lifetime and a device that is easier to clean.

The range includes 5 custom-made devices, as well as two behind-the-ear devices, 

with the P660M having an open fitting option.
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Wonder EarTM 
640S

Wonder EarTM 
640P

CE2000TM 
640S

CE2000TM 
640P

CIC2010 
640P P640P

Series 640
Hearing Systems

Models Overview Series 640

Excellent quality at a great price 

Series 640 hearing systems are a reliable, easy to use family of digital devices that 

bring you a great listening experience at a very attractive price. The hearing systems 

include a feedback management system that protects your ears from uncomfortable 

and annoying whistling, while Nano-Coating ensures maximum protection, fewer 

repairs, longer device lifetime and a device that is easier to clean.

The range includes 5 custom-made devices, as well as two behind-the-ear devices, 

with the P640S having an open fitting option.
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